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1. ORREPA1R-15 arrived in Frankfurt by auto for w/r training on the
third crams. Re was net at identity 4 of ROCA 59-2128 bg , the Training
Officer at Om hours. Training,	 condtated over; e period of sit days
for a total nr Ae tntre cf dikeated instrnetion. The Agent departed on
the morning of 10 AONAO 1961.

2. WINPA.14-15 was instructed in and demonstrated a good knowledge
of all his operational aystems ind procedures. Na is now considered
operatienally qualified and ready for neetting. As during his previous
training sesnich in January 1961, emphasie was again placed on procedures.
Inteneive'onAhe-oale training suppl:nented by table and redneed distance
contacts enabled ORREPAIR45 to Oreraothe his previous diffieulties in inter-
preting oonhinsticme of Q signals and prosigns. The Agent progressed to a
point where , benaar able to conduct two-nay contacts without the assistance
or presence Or the 'ftwining Officer. Using the ENCINK/Universal training
plan MA1ZIR4 OPRIPAI*45 averaged four contacts per day with LIMBER. Cent:vets
were made under conditions ',bleb varied from extremely poor to very good and
involved the use of the frequency change and extra adhedule systems, =OARS and
ROACAM4 ORM 504 procedures, and the RS-1 and RS4 radio sets. Considering
the amount of training the Agent has thus far received, his perfermanca was
good.

3. In addition to contacts, ORREPAZR-15 was required t9 sop, one 2150ER
type broadcast each day of training. TninamissIkamvere made et 10 literal
words per minite using the =DOFF format. Although he is capable crhigher
receiving speeds, 10 words per minute is the speed at which hells less Apt to
make mistakes. The first breathiest contained the UTPT indicators nhieh
were deciphered correctly and entered into the signal plan used for training.
ORREPA1R-15 copied all broadcast traffic without assistance.

4.. Traffic transmitted via two-eny.centacta and broadcasts was enciphered
in the agent's primary cryptographic:1=0r. OR1IEPA1R-15 demonstrated the
proper usage of message indicators, message numbering, aonfirmationdigits and
kept= aecurate accounting of all incoming and outgoingHmessagee. The agent
was issued his cryptographic secwity cheek, the free from control portion of
which sal used correctly during the training session. There are no base
acknouledgemerits to the security Cheek indicating control = e ms a throu-eway
signal issued. These will be added as the agent becomes more proficient. The
security check issued is as relieves

The agent, as long as he is free, will transmit, in the clear the
6th group of key tat relieving the menage indicator (it /minding
the message indicators or pad aetivating indicators). %ben controlled
the *Put 411 use the 6th group of kir t. at in the normal manner as
specified in =Ear%

ORREPAIR-35 will always complete the last used group of key text
Olue GOO additional group with the letter
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5. Due to lack of time, we were unable to cover ORRKPAIR-15's
emergency system. =Rm. He has, however, demonstrated proficiency
in the use of this system during previous training sessions. The
memory phrases which were developed during a previous training period
are as follows:

Field:	 PLM TAM IST REIN SONNTA4

Beset	 YAS MTH IST GUT SHRUG

Ireyi;;-„,	 ilmeSSZE1TUNG (ARZIU)

6. The activation Instructions issued to ORREPAIR-15 are those
written by NATCA (see NPTCA 60-725 and ZIOCA 60-1456). The activation
event is the occupation or bypass of the Agent's area by forces hostile
to the U.S.

7. Other subjects covered during this training session were antennas,
aug illary power sources, batten charging and security. The use of the
GN-58 hand generator with the RS-1 and RS-6 radio sets was demonstrated.
In addition the contents of the six containers comprising his initial cache
issue was discussed.

8. Overall Evaluation: Although we consider his performance thou far
as good we can only rate his overall proficiency as satisfactory. Per this
reason we ask that he continue to receive the same amount of trainieg per year
as previous. We feel that this is recuired in order that GMMEPAIR-15 reads the
proficiency level of other operational ORCROOND operators. The Agent's interest
aid desire to do better remains bup and his confidence in performs:lee has increased
oonnifievah1y. It 14 expected that ORRMPUR-15 will be issued his eauipment and
m=terge/ late tbi., summer at mb/oh tlme a COMP/3 will be prepared and distributed.
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